
Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Math Continue reading the

textbook

"New Math 1 The Door to

Math" p. 28-35

For places you can write directly in your textbook, write in your book. Draw lines and circles.

We will go over everything when school starts, so it's ok if you don't understand. Please try to

follow the following schedule, "27th (mon) p. 28,29, 28th.(tue) p. 30,31, 29th (wed)p.32, 33,

30th(thurs) p. 34-35,

Language Arts/

Math

Hiragana, Numbers

worksheets

"Ke", "u", "ka", "ni", "ta" Look at the examples. Write each character carefully paying attention to stroke order.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Language Arts Reading Follow the instructions on

your reading card.

Language Arts Kanji Drill 15, 19, 20 Write directly in your book.

Language Arts Kanji Drill Notebook 15, 17, 18, 19, 20 Please write each character carefully. Look at the backside of the notebook for how to do.

There will be a kanji test at a later date.

Math Continue reading the

textbook

Minutes and hours p. 79-83 Preview while writing in your textbook.

Math Calculations Drill/ Drill

Notebook

32, 33, 34 Please write directly in your drill notebook.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Language Arts Kanji Skill 4 Write carefully paying attention to stroke order.

Language Arts Kanji Skill Notebook 4 Write carefully until perfect.

Language Arts Reading Reading worksheet 3, 10,

Textbook, "Using Language

Arts Dictionary." p. 32-34

Read any one every day. Read your textbook carefully. You can check your understanding of

how to use the dictory by watching the video via the QR code.

Science Look at the internet

textbook "Many Mysterious

Things."

Mysterious Seeds Look through "NHK for school Many Mysterious Things 3rd Grade."

Social Studies Worksheet 2, 3, 4 Textbook, "Our Minato City."/

Map of Minato City.

Read your textbook carefully, check your worksheet. Look at the answers, and check your

answers with circles. Memorized the Numbers places on the "Map of Minato" that was given

to you. Find Azabu Elementary School, and circle it in red.

Math Continue reading the

textbook

"Wrap up Minutes and Hours"

p. 27-33

Write the answers to the questions that can be answered. Look at the answers, and check

your answers with circles

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Math Continue reading the

textbook

Line Graph p. 24-34

Language Arts Reading Follow the instructions on

your reading card.

Language Arts Kanji Drill 39-42, 45, 46, 48-54 Write directly in your book. You can practice Numbers 43, 44, 47, 48 in your main notebook if

you like.

Language Arts Kanji Master Notebook. 39,40, 45, 46, 50, 51, 52

Kanji

Write one character each in your notebook. (Do 3-4 characters per day) Practice writing the

character you can write best neatly.

×58→〇52　Sorry.

Math Calculations Hanamaru Skill 8-11 I will attach the answer sheet, so please check your answers.

Social Studies Continue reading the

textbook

p. 2-11

Social Studies "Metropolitan and

Prefectures Worksheet

1 sheet each The directions are on the worksheet. Use your textbook to complete. I will attach the answer

sheet, so please check your answers. We will do the quiz when school restarts. For the quiz

everyone needs to make a question. Anyone who wants to make more than one question is

free to do so.

Science Continue reading the

textbook

P. 2-23, p. 24-36

Science Worksheet ３ sheets The directions are on the worksheet. Use your textbook to complete. I will attach the answer

sheet, so please check your answers.

There was a third worksheet for science this week. Sorry.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Math Continue reading the

textbook

"Volume of rectangles and

cubes." P. 21-31

Do the problems in your textbook.

Language Arts Kanji Drill 23-26, 29, 30, 33, 34, 37-40 Write directly in your book.

Language Arts Poems "Old World" 1

"Taketori Story" "Heika

Story" "Natural Grass" "The

Back Road"

Textbook p. 64-69 (look at the

PDF))

Read out loud while checking your understanding of the content. You can check intonation via

the QR code.

Science Worksheet check "Changes in Weather" p.10-

25

Continue to redo the sheet until you get a perfect score. Then review the sheet until you have

it memorized.

Social Studies Worksheet check National Lands around the

World, "Special Terrains of

National Lands p. 8-21

Continue to redo the sheet until you get a perfect score. Then review the sheet until you have

it memorized.

Textbook Task Content Scope Instructions

Math Continue reading the

textbook.

Symmetrical Shapes" p. 20-

23

Language Arts Kanji Skills Until p. 52 "Let's Read Usage

Guidelines" "The Origin of

Idioms"

distributing Kanji Skill Notebooks. Please use your main notebook for practice.  Please be

finished by May, 6th.

Language Arts Idiom Shirotori Relay Task Worksheet (1 sheet) Write directly on your worksheet or in your main notebook.

Self-study You decide "The same as last week. Look at your ""About your 6th Grade School Closure Tasks""

handbook passed out on April 6th. You don't have to do this every day, BUT be careful of how

much time you spend on this. Avoid waiting until the last minute to do this."
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Check science and social

studies

All of the worksheets you

have received until now.

Look at and check the answers on your own. Essay style answers don't have to be exactly the

same as the example. Count the answer correct if it's close to the example. If you're not sure

if the answer is correct or incorrect, mark it with a triangle. The home room teacher will

recheck at a later date.
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Grade


